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QUESTION 1

You work as a project manager for PassGuide Inc. You are in a constant effort to improve business processes,
procedures, and operations. Which of the following management techniques are you using for the above task? 

A. Continual process improvement management 

B. Configuration management 

C. Change management 

D. Risk management 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Jessica works as a project manager for PassGuide Inc. She wants to discuss with the team members some of the
project risks and issues that have occurred. Jessica has faxed the report to her project team for them to review. Based
on the standard communications model, which component in this scenario is the decoder? 

A. Fax machine 

B. Team member 

C. Jessica 

D. Telephone wire 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are the project manager of a project to create a network inside of a building. You need to hire an electrician to run
network cable throughout the building. Based on your experience, you create an estimate for the work that you\\'ll
measure all of the bids against. This is an example of what type of procurement seller selection? 

A. Seller rating system 

B. Independent estimate 

C. Weighting system 

D. Screening system 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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You are a project manager for your organization. Your organization completes projects for other companies and your
project has just ended. Although you were serving in a contractual relationship for your company what should you do
with the project records for the project you\\'ve completed for another entity? 

A. The project information should be archived at your organization. 

B. The project information should be archived at your organization and at the client\\'s organization. 

C. The project information should be destroyed. 

D. The project information should stay with the company you completed the project for. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following techniques is defined in the statement given below? "It is a technique where a project team is
placed in a single location where they can work in a face-to- face environment to enhance their ability to perform as a
team." 

A. Recognition and rewards 

B. Team-building activities 

C. Training 

D. Co-location 

Correct Answer: D 
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